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a b s t r a c t 

This work presents a non-invasive technique, Partial Coherent Interferometry, for measuring the thickness 

distribution of a dynamic liquid sheet. It utilizes the linear relationship between the degree of coherence 

and the optical path difference to determine the thickness of the sheet. In an interferometer using a 

partial coherent laser, the interference patterns before and after the liquid sheet insertion are digitally 

recorded. The relative thickness distribution is determined by applying a phase unwrapping process to 

the recorded interference pattern. By measuring the change of the degree of coherence introduced by the 

sheet, the absolute thicknesses at the reference points are determined. By matching the relative thickness 

to the absolute thicknesses at different points, the absolute thickness distribution is retrieved. To verify 

the reliability of this method, a glass sample and a static ethanol film, both with nominal thicknesses 

(152.4 μm), are measured first. The results, a nearly uniform thickness of 148.8 ± 1.8 μm for glass and a 

varying thickness distribution around 154.6 μm for static ethanol film, show the capability of this method 

to measure a two-dimensional thickness distribution of a thin liquid sheet. Then a dynamic impinging 

sheet formed by the two ethanol jets with Reynolds number 763 and Weber number 143 is measured by 

Partial Coherent Interferometry. The thickness distribution ranges from 26 to 38 μm with an uncertainty 

of 2.1 μm. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Liquid sheets formed by jets collision are frequently observed in

he atomizer of propulsion systems (e.g., the fuel injector of rocket

ngines), the cooling systems (e.g., the cooling spray for the roller

n the hot mill), and many other applications in chemical engi-

eering systems or energy production systems ( Sutton and Biblarz,

017; Bayvel, 1993; Chojnacki, 1997; Shiina et al., 20 0 0 ). In most

f these applications, it is the essential function of the impinging

ets atomizers to generate the droplets with the appropriate size

fficiently. A thin liquid sheet is first formed around the impinging

oint by the impingement of the jets. Then, under the combined

nfluences of surface tension, viscous force, inertial force, and aero-

ynamic force, the sheet is destabilized and eventually breaks

p into ligaments and droplets at the downstream ( Kang et al.,

995 ). Thus, characterizing the impinging sheet is important for

nderstanding the underlying physics and the model development.

mong the different quantitative parameters, the thickness of the

mpinging sheet acts as a key one in the existing theoretical mod-

ls ( Miller, 1960; Taylor, 1960; Hasson and Peck, 1964; Couto and
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astos-Netto, 1991; Li and Ashgriz, 2006 ). A correct measurement

f the sheet thickness could give the guidance to high-fidelity nu-

erical simulations about the needed resolution for resolving the

heet structures. However, the challenge remains when one tries to

easure the thickness of this kind of dynamic sheet. 

The measurements of liquid sheet can be classified as invasive

ethods and non-invasive methods. The invasive methods deter-

ine the liquid thickness by measuring the liquid conductivity via

ontact probes ( Fukano, 1998; de Jong and Gabriel, 2003 ). Since

he contact between probes and liquid changes the local thick-

ess distribution and the velocity field, or even breaks the liquid

tructure, this kind of methods are usually applied only in large-

cale measurements. On the other hand, the non-invasive meth-

ds determine the liquid thickness without a physical contact to

he sheet. While a few techniques use ultrasound ( Fiedler et al.,

003 ) and radiation waves ( Stahl and von Rohr, 2004 ), most non-

nvasive techniques utilize the optical methods to determine the

heet thickness. 

The light attenuation method ( de Oliveira et al., 2006 ) deter-

ines the thickness by measuring the attenuated intensity of the

ight passed the liquid sheet, since the intensity attenuation is

n exponential function of the thickness. However, the application

f such method is challenging due to the need of calibrating the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of film thickness measurement using the interferometer: the test 

sample thickness is d ; the n and n 0 are the refractive indexes of test sample and 

air, respectively. 

Fig. 2. Phase unwrapping process: (a) the recorded interference pattern; (b) the 

extracted phase distribution; and (c) unwrapped OPD distribution with directional 

ambiguity. Case 1 shows an increase trend of OPD from the origin and case 2 shows 

a decrease trend. 
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Nomenclature 

α the reciprocal of the slope of OPD-DoC function 

�η the change of the optical path difference caused by 

introducing the test sample 

�| γ | the change of the degree of coherence caused by in- 

troducing the test sample 

η optical path difference (OPD) 

η0 coherence length of the light source 

λ wavelength of the light source 

| γ | degree of coherence (DoC) 

μ viscosity of ethanol 

φ phase 

ρ density of ethanol 

σ surface tension of ethanol 

θ i impinging angle 

A amplitude of the wave function 

a interrogation window width 

A 

∗ amplitude of the wave function as a constant near 

( x ∗, y ∗) 

B offset of the wave function 

b interrogation window height 

B ∗ offset of the wave function as a constant near ( x ∗, 

y ∗) 

D nozzle diameter 

d thickness of the test sample 

d r relative thickness distribution of the test sample 

d ref absolute thickness of a reference point on the test 

sample 

h nozzle exit spacing 

I irradiance 

I 1 irradiance of branch 1 

I 2 irradiance of branch 2 

I max local maximum irradiance near ( x ∗, y ∗) 

I min local minimum irradiance near ( x ∗, y ∗) 

K impinging sheet constant 

n refractive index of the test sample 

n 0 refractive index of the air 

P 0 driven pressure of the pressure tank 

r radial distance to the impinging point 

Re Reynolds number of impinging jets 

V 0 jet velocity 

We Weber number of impinging jets 

non-linear relationship between the sheet thickness and light at-

tenuation. The laser-induced fluorescence method ( Hidrovo and

Hart, 2001; Greszik et al., 2011 ) relates the fluorescence intensity

to the concentration of the dye in the liquid, which further reveals

the liquid thickness. The disadvantages of this method include low

signal-to-noise ratio, tedious calibration routine, and an adverse ef-

fect that the solvent dye alters the surface tension and viscosity of

the test fluid. 

The external light reflection method ( Shedd and Newell, 1998 )

measures the total reflection angle to reconstruct the location of

the top and bottom surfaces of the liquid sheet by assuming they

are even surfaces. The laser focus displacement method ( Han and

Shikazono, 20 09; Zhou et al., 20 09 ), as a commonly used point-

wise measurement technique, determines the thickness by measur-

ing the maximum reflection between the top and bottom surfaces

of the liquid sheet. It needs additional correction when an uneven

surface is involved. Also, the scanning mechanism of this technique

limits its application to a highly dynamic measurement. 

A variety of interferometry techniques extract the phase dis-

tribution from the interference patterns introduced by the liquid
heet and determine the thickness distribution with different ad-

itional assumptions ( Nozhat, 1997; Shen and Poulikakos, 1998;

an den Doel and van Vliet, 2001; Choo and Kang, 2001 ). For ex-

mple, Choo and Kang (2001) measure the sheet thickness by com-

ining the measured relative thickness distribution to the assump-

ion from Taylor’s model ( Taylor, 1960 ), which claims that along a

ertain radial direction on the sheet, 

 · r = K, (1)

here the d, r and K are the thickness at that location, the ra-

ial distance to the impinging point, and a constant of that radial

irection, respectively. Along a radial direction, with the relative
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Fig. 3. A discontinuous wave train with difference lengths is emitted from a realis- 

tic laser, characterized by the coherence length η0 = 

1 
n 

∑ n 
i =1 ηi . 

Fig. 4. The degree of coherence | γ | as a function of the OPD η. 
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hickness �d between any two points at radial distances r 1 and r 2 ,

he constant K is determined as 

 = �d/ 

(
1 

r 1 
− 1 

r 2 

)
. (2) 

Applying the K to the Taylor’s model ( Eq. (2) ) again, the thick-

ess distribution along that radial direction is then determined.

owever, since this assumption neglects the rim formation and

roplet detachment, the measured relative thickness distributions

re against the assumption itself. To avoid making additional as-

umptions, a combination of laser focus displacement method and

nterferometry method is given in Han et al. (2011) , in which the

iquid sheet is restricted to the sheet flows on a flat plate. 

In this paper, a new method, Partial Coherent Interferometry,

s developed to measure the thickness distribution of a dynamic

ransparent liquid sheet. The degree of coherence (DoC, | γ |) of

he recorded interference pattern from an interferometer and the

ptical path difference (OPD, η) between the test and reference

ranches are linearly related. Since the refractive indexes of liquid

heet and air are different, the sheet in test branch introduces a

hange of the OPD ( �η) which is proportional to the sheet thick-

ess. Thus, with a known refractive index of the liquid, a calibrated

 γ | − η relationship, and a measured change of DoC �| γ | caused

y the sheet, the thickness distribution of the liquid sheet can be

etermined. 

We apply this method to measure different samples including

 solid glass, a static liquid film, and a liquid sheet generated by

mpinging jets, to demonstrate that it can be applied to investigate
ig. 5. Schematic of PCI setup for measuring a dynamic liquid film thickness. (For interp

he web version of this article.) 
 two-dimensional thickness distribution of a liquid sheet from a

ighly dynamic system. 

This paper is organized as follows. The principle of the new

ethod is introduced in Section 2 . Details of the experiment setup

re given in Section 3 . Results are presented in Section 4 , followed

y the conclusions and outlooks in Section 5 . 

. Method 

.1. Partial Coherent Interferometry: the principle 

In this work, a liquid sheet introduces additional optical path

ifference in one branch of an interformeter. From the recorded

nterference patterns, the absolute thickness of the sheet is de-

ermined in two steps: (i) the relative thickness distribution with

espect to a reference point is first obtained by unwrapping the

hase of the recorded interference fringes, and (ii) the absolute

hickness of that reference point is determined by analyzing the

oC around that point. We term this method as Partial Coherent

nterferometry (PCI). 

.2. Relative thickness measurement 

In an interferometer ( Fig. 1 ), the light emitted from a source

s first separated into two branches: S 1 (reference) and S 2 (test).

nterference fringes are observed on image plane P due to a non-

ero OPD of two branches ( S − S 1 − P and S − S 2 − P ). When a test

ample is introduced in branch S 2 , the interference pattern will

hanged accordingly. The irradiance of interference pattern is 

(x, y ) = A (x, y ) · cos (φ(x, y )) + B (x, y ) , (3)

here φ is the phase ( φ ∈ [ −π, π ] , φ = 0 for the constructive

nterference and φ = ±π for the destructive interference). Mean-

hile, A and B are the local amplitude and offset, respectively.

( x, y ) can be extracted via a Fourier transformation method

 Takeda et al., 1982 ). Every two adjacent fringes of I ( x, y ) indicate

n OPD of one wavelength λ. By unwrapping the φ( x, y ) as shown

n Fig. 2 , one can get the corresponding OPD distributions. Thus,

he relative thickness d r ( x, y ) is determined by subtracting the dis-

ribution without the test sample from the distribution with the

est sample. However, the tendency of the OPD across the fringe

atterns is still unclear (directional ambiguity), leaving two possi-

ilities (increasing or decreasing) as illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
retation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
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Fig. 6. | γ | − ηcal relationship established by the calibration process. (a), (b) and (c) are the interference patterns at A ( ηcal = 0 μm), B ( ηcal = 230 μm) and C ( ηcal = 350 μm), 

respectively. The linear regions are indicated by the red dashed lines and fitted curves. An average uncertainty for the measured DoC points is ∼ ± 0.3% and the average 

uncertainty for calibration OPD is ± 0.5%, shown as the vertical and horizontal error bar, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. The recorded interference patterns. (a) without the glass sample and 

(b) with the glass sample. 

Fig. 8. Identified local maximum and minimum pixels within the interrogation 

window. (a) interrogation window, (b) identified local maximum intensity pixels 

and (c) identified local minimum intensity pixels. 

Fig. 9. Schematic of static liquid film sample. 
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Fig. 10. The recorded interference patterns: (a) without the ethanol in the gap, and 

(b) with the ethanol in the gap. 
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.3. Absolute thickness measurement 

Ideally, a laser is modeled as a coherent light source which

mits a continuous harmonic wave. However, in reality, as illus-

rated in Fig. 3 , a laser emits trains of harmonic waves separated

y random phase difference. This kind of partial coherent light

s characterized by a coherence length η0 defined as the average

ength of those finite wave trains. 

When the partial coherent light is used as the light source in

n interferometer, the irradiance is then ( Pedrotti et al., 2007 ) 

(x, y ) = I 1 (x, y ) + I 2 (x, y ) + 2 

√ 

I 1 (x, y ) I 2 (x, y ) 

·| γ (x, y ) | cos ( φ( x, y ) ) , (4) 

here I 1,2 ( x, y ) and | γ ( x, y )| are the local irradiance of S 1,2 and

ocal DoC, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 , the local DoC also is a

unction of OPD ( Pedrotti et al., 2007 ) 

 γ | = 

{
1 − | η| /η0 , if | η| ≤ | η0 | 
0 , otherwise 

. (5) 

A complete coherent case, η = 0 and | γ | = 1 , indicates two

dentical wave trains are superposed all the time. A complete in-

oherent case, η > η0 and | γ | = 0 , means two wave trains always

uperposed with a random phase difference, and thus no interfer-

nce is observed. When 0 < η < η0 , and 0 < | γ | < 1, two wave trains
Fig. 11. The phase distribution extracted from the recorded interference patte
uperposed at the ( x, y ) are partially coherent since the phase dif-

erence is neither a constant 0 nor totally random. Thus, the visibil-

ty of the interference pattern reflects the DoC. Since the coherent

ength η0 is laser specific, the measurement range can be adjusted

y choosing different lasers. 

In order to use the | γ | − η relationship to determine the η, by

elating Eqs. (3) and (4) , one gets 

 (x, y ) = 2 

√ 

I 1 (x, y ) I 2 (x, y ) · | γ (x, y ) | (6)

nd 

 (x, y ) = I 1 (x, y ) + I 2 (x, y ) . (7)

Thus, from Eq. (6) , the DoC is 

 γ (x, y ) | = 

A (x, y ) 

2 

√ 

I 1 (x, y ) I 2 (x, y ) 
. (8)

Since S 1 is not influenced by the test sample, I 1 ( x, y ) can be di-

ectly measured by recording the image while S 2 is blocked. Then,

rom Eq. (7) , I 2 can be determined as 

 2 (x, y ) = B (x, y ) − I 1 (x, y ) . (9)

Assuming, within a small interrogation window { (x, y ) : x ∈
 x ∗ − a/ 2 , x ∗ + a/ 2] , y ∈ [ y ∗ − b/ 2 , y ∗ + b/ 2] } centered around a ref-

rence point ( x ∗, y ∗), A ( x, y ), B ( x, y ), I 1 ( x, y ), I 2 ( x, y ), and | γ ( x,

 )| are local constants (denoted as A 

∗, B ∗, I ∗
1 
, I ∗

2 
, and | γ | ∗, re-

pectively). In such window, the local maximum and minimum,

 max (x, y ) and I min (x, y ) , can be calculated as the averages of irra-

iance at φ(x, y ) = 0 and φ(x, y ) = ±π, respectively. Then, we es-

imate A 

∗ and B ∗ as 

 

∗ = 

I max − I min 

2 

(10) 

nd 

 

∗ = 

I max + I min 

2 

. (11) 

Substituting A 

∗ and B ∗ back into Eqs. (8) and (9) , | γ | ∗ is then

etermined 

 

γ | ∗ = 

I max − I min 

2 

√ 

2 I ∗
1 
(I max + I min − 2 I ∗

1 
) 
. (12) 
rns: (a) without the ethanol in the gap, (b) with the ethanol in the gap. 
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the unwrapped OPD (unit of contour labels: μm): (a) without the ethanol in the gap case 1; (b) without the ethanol in the gap case 2; (c) with the 

ethanol in the gap case 1; and (d) with the ethanol in the gap case 2. The plus symbols indicate the reference points where relative OPD is set to zero. 
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By applying Eq. (12) to process the images with and without

the test sample, the DoCs at the same point in these two im-

ages are acquired. Therefore, by subtracting one from another, �| γ |

caused by test sample is obtained. From Eq. (5) , the change of the

OPD is proportional to the change of the DoC, i.e., 

�η = α�| γ | . (13)

Here, the coefficient α is the reciprocal of the slope of the

| γ | − η function ( Fig. 4 ) which can be determined from a calibra-

tion procedure individually. 

One is reminded that in the introduced interferometer ( Fig. 1 ),

the absolute thickness at a reference point is related to the change

of the OPD as 

d = �η/ (n − n 0 ) , (14)

where n and n 0 are the refractive indexes of the test sample and

the air, respectively. 

Thus, one can determine the thickness of the test sample at

the point ( x ∗, y ∗) by applying the measured �η and the refrac-

tive index of the test sample to Eq. (14) . Repeating this pro-

cedure at multiple points and examining the thickness distribu-

tion trend described by those points, the true relative thickness
istribution is then identified from the possibilities obtained in

ection 2.2 (to overcome the directional ambiguity). Combining the

dentified thickness distribution and the absolute thickness at the

eference point, the absolute thickness distribution of the test sam-

le is finally retrieved. 

. Experimental setup 

As shown in Fig. 5 , a laser beam ( λ = 450 nm, 1.6 W diode

aser), is first spatially filtered and collimated. Then, it is splitted

nto two branches, the reference branch S 1 and the test branch

 2 indicated by blue and red in Fig. 5 , respectively. The refer-

nce branch passes a scan mirror set and the test branch passes

he test sample and a fixed mirror set correspondingly. Two sep-

rated beams rejoin at second beam splitter and pass through a

ens and a pinhole. Eventually, a scaled interference pattern is gen-

rated on the image plane and recorded by a high-speed camera

Photron FASTCAM SA-Z 1024 ×1024 pixels). For calibration pur-

ose, the scan mirror set is able to move with a minimum incre-

ent of 1 μm to adjust OPD between two branches via a transla-

ion stage. However, during the measurement, the scan mirror set

tays still. 
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Fig. 13. Four possible OPD distributions from the results in Fig. 12 (unit of contour labels: μm): (a) Fig. 12 d - Fig. 12 a; (b) Fig. 12 c - Fig. 12 b; (c) Fig. 12 c - Fig. 12 a; and 

(d) Fig. 12 d - Fig. 12 b. The crosses at the center of each image indicate the reference point. 
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In the calibration, the scan mirror set is initially adjusted to

et the calibration OPD ηcal = 0 . As the scan mirror set translates

ith an interval δ, the OPD changes as twice of the scanning dis-

ance, i.e., �ηcal = 2 δ. The corresponding | γ | at each step is mea-

ured via Eq. (12) . Then, the | γ | − η relationship is established

 Fig. 6 ) by relating those | γ | with the scanning distance. The av-

rage uncertainty of the measured DoC is ± 0.3%. Two linear re-

ions are identified (the dashed lines). One is reminded that there

re non-linear regions located near the three vertices of the trian-

ular curve, where the measurements should avoid. The one near

he apex may be caused by the non-linear sensitivity of the CCD

ensor near to its intensity measurement limit. As well as the two

ear the base might be caused by the low contrast of the interfer-

nce pattern. However, the detailed understanding of these non-

inear regions is still to be studied. The first linear region, which

anges from 60 to 180 μm with an α = 257 . 1 ± 2 . 3 μm determined

y linear regression, is selected as the test region. At the begin-

ing of the measurement, the scan mirror set is adjusted to en-

ure that the measured DoCs are all located in that linear region.

ince the maximum �η should also fall into such linear region,

ith Eq. (14) , the valid measurement ranges for ethanol and glass

re 2.1 ∼ 331.6 μm and 1.5 ∼ 228.4 μm, respectively. 
. Results 

The PCI method is applied to three different test samples: a

olid glass sample, a static liquid film sample and a dynamic im-

inging sheet formed by two alike impinging jets. 

.1. Thickness of a solid sample 

When a solid glass sample ( n = 1 . 5255 ) is placed in test branch.

s shown in Fig. 7 , there is no noticeable change of interference

attern after the sample is inserted since the glass sample is of

igh flatness. To measure the thickness, an interrogation window

256 × 256 pixels) is applied to both images at the center. As an

xample, Fig. 8 a shows the image enclosed by the interrogation

indow for the case of glass sample. By applying the process intro-

uced in Section 2.3 , the local maximum and minimum intensity

ixels are identified ( Fig. 8 b and c). I max and I min are the average

ntensity of the these identified pixels. To estimate I ∗
1 
, an image is

ecorded while test branch S 2 is blocked and thus, I ∗
1 

is the aver-

ge intensity within the same interrogation window. Substituting

 max , I min and I ∗
1 

to Eq. (12) , the DoC for the case of glass sample

s calculated. By repeating the same process to the image without
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Fig. 14. Partial coherence analysis for ambiguity identification around the reference 

point. Ten ambiguity identification points indicated by the red dots located on the 

diagonal. The OPDs relative to the reference point ( δη) for identification points are 

shown as the circles in the plot at the bottom. Also plotted are four possible types 

of OPD distributions along that diagonal in Fig. 13 a–d for comparison. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

Fig. 15. Thickness distribution of static ethanol film (unit of contour labels: μm). 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. Schematic of dynamic liquid film generated from two impinging jets with 

an alike angle 90 ◦ . 

Fig. 17. Impinging sheet observed at 0 ◦ , 30 ◦ and 90 ◦ . 
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the glass sample, the change of DoC �| γ | = 0 . 304 ± 0 . 001 is mea-

sured. With the calibrated α = 257 . 1 ± 2 . 3 μm, the change of OPD

is calculated as 

�η = α · �| γ | = 78 . 2 ± 1 μm . 

Then, with Eq. (14) , the thickness d m 

is 

d m 

= 

�η

n − n 0 

= 148 ± 1 . 8 μm , 

while the repeated measurements using a caliper give

152.4 ± 1.3 μm. 
.2. Thickness of a static liquid film 

A static liquid film sample is made by filling ethanol ( n =
 . 3619 ) into a gap formed by four pieces of glass ( Fig. 9 ). The nom-

nal thickness of the gap is 152.4 μm measured by a caliper. The

ecorded interference patterns before and after the injection of the

thanol are shown in Fig. 10 . The thickness of the liquid film is not

niformly distributed in the gap due to the effects of surface ten-

ion and gravity. The sample area is about 8 × 8 mm 

2 , located at

he center of the gap region. 

By applying the procedure introduced in Section 2.2 , the phase

istributions and the corresponding unwrapped OPD distributions

re given in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. One is reminded that,

ecause of directional ambiguity, the unwrapped OPD for each im-

ge has two possible results as shown in Fig. 12 . The reference

oints for two unwrapping results are denoted as the cross sym-

ols located at (0,0). Then, the OPD caused by the ethanol film

s calculated by subtracting the unwrapped OPD without the film

rom the one with the film. As shown in Fig. 13 , this operation re-

ults four possible OPD distributions, and the one representing the

rue thickness distribution is to be identified. To solve this direc-

ional ambiguity problem, the absolute thicknesses of a series of
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Fig. 18. (a) A typical snapshot of the interference pattern with the thickness inter- 

rogation area highlighted, (b) the thickness distribution measured via PCI from the 

interference pattern of (a) (unit: μm). 
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Table 1 

Conditions of the impinging jet experiment. 

parameter value 

driven pressure P 0 (kPa) 69 

nozzle diameter D (mm) 0.25 

impinging angle θ i ( ◦) 45 

nozzle exit spacing h (mm) 2 

refractive index n 1.3619 

fluid viscosity μ (Pa · s) 1 . 040 × 10 −3 

fluid density ρ (kg/m 

3 ) 789.3 

surface tension σ (N/m) 2 . 239 × 10 −2 

jet velocity V 0 (m/s) 4.02 

Reynolds number Re = ρ · V 0 · D /μ 763 

Weber number We = ρ · V 2 0 · D /σ 143 
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dentification points are measured via the method in Section

.3 ( Fig. 14 ). To compare with the relative thickness obtained from

hase unwrapping process, the thickness of each identification

oint relative to the reference point is analyzed by subtracting the

bsolute thickness of the reference point from the one of iden-

ification points. By comparing the relative thicknesses obtained

rom the phase unwrapping process and the one from identifica-

ion points, the correct relative thickness is identified as the one

n Fig. 13 b. 

The film thickness at the reference point is d re f = 154 . 6 ±
 . 1 μm. By combining the identified relative thickness distribu-

ion with the absolute thickness at the reference point, the ab-

olute thickness distribution is determined, as shown in Fig. 15 .

t varies from 134 to 164 μm in the sample area. The to-

al uncertainty includes the one from both relative thickness

easurement and the absolute thickness measurement. The un-

ertainty of the phase unwrapping is λ/ 2 = 0 . 225 μm and the

verall uncertainty for measurement of the ethanol liquid film

s ∼± 2.3 μm. 
Fig. 19. The measured thickness at reference point 
.3. Thickness of a impinging sheet 

A dynamic liquid sheet is generated from two alike impinging

ets ( Fig. 16 ). Nitrogen in a pressure tank (gauge pressure ∼ 69 kPa)

rives the ethanol ( n = 1 . 3619 ) through the rotameters and noz-

les. Two jets are formed at the tips of the nozzles. The details of

xperiment are summarized in Table 1 . 

A set of high-speed images (20,0 0 0 fps) are first recorded from

ifferent observation perspectives to visualize the sheet structure.

s shown in Fig. 17 , a primary sheet is first formed with leaf shape

nd there is no droplet detachment observed from the surrounding

ims. By the impingement of the rims under the primary sheet, a

econdary sheet is developed perpendicularly to the primary sheet

ith a smaller size. At the tail region of the secondary sheet, the

ims become unstable and further break up into droplets. 

To measure the thickness of the impinging sheet via PCI, the

mpinging sheet is placed in the test branch and the interference

atterns are recorded. Due to the limitation of the field of view,

nly the primary sheet region is measured. A representative snap-

hot of the recorded interference pattern for the primary sheet is

hown in Fig. 18 a. One may note that the dark region observed

ear the impinging point, around ( x = 0 , y = 0 ), is formed due to

he large thickness variation. The interrogation region to be ana-

yzed by PCI for thickness measurement is enclosed by the white

urve where the sheet is spanned. 1,0 0 0 images are recorded by

he high speed camera with a recording rate of 20,0 0 0 fps and

n exposure time of 5 μs. The measured thicknesses at the ref-

rence point ( x = 0 mm, y = 4 . 5 mm) within this 50 ms period are

hown in Fig. 19 . The interrogation window is 128 × 128 pixels
( x = 0 mm, y = 4 . 5 mm) as a function of time. 
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Fig. 20. The average thickness along x = 0 measured by PCI and the method in 

Choo and Kang (2001) . The error bars for PCI results indicate a 95% confidence level. 
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centered at the reference point. The measured thicknesses at the

reference point is 28.6 ± 1.8 μm. The uncertainty is twice of stan-

dard deviation of the data points shown in Fig. 19 , correspond-

ing to a confidence level of 95%. A corresponding snapshot of the

thickness distribution is given in Fig. 18 (b). The thickness gradu-

ally decreases from the impinging point along the radial direction

and is symmetric with respect to the y-axis. With the measured

relative thickness distribution, one of the methods introduced in

Section 1 ( Choo and Kang, 2001 ) is applied to compare with the

PCI measurement. Fig. 20 compares the thickness along the y-axis

measured by both methods. The error bars indicate a characteristic

uncertainty ∼ ± 2.1 μm. There is a significant 25 μm offset between

two results. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper, we develop a non-invasive technique, Partial Co-

herent Interferometry, for measuring the thickness of a transparent

sheet dynamically. It relates the sheet thickness to the phase and

the degree of coherence of the interference pattern. The test sam-

ple is placed in the test branch of an interferometer, and the in-

terference pattern induced by the test sample is digitally recorded.

There are three subroutines for implementing PCI to process the

recorded interference pattern: 

1. The phase of the interference pattern is extracted firstly. By un-

wrapping the extracted phase, the corresponding relative thick-

ness distributions are measured. Meanwhile, the directional

ambiguity problem emerges. 

2. By applying the measured change of the degree of coherence

caused by inserted test sample to the relationship established

by the calibration, the change of optical path difference is ac-

quired. Then, with the known refractive index of the test sam-

ple, the absolute thicknesses at the reference point and identi-

fication points are determined. 

3. By matching the thicknesses of the identification points to the

possible relative thickness, the problem of directional ambigu-

ity is solved. Furthermore, by combining the absolute thickness

at the reference point and the identified relative thickness dis-

tribution, the absolute thickness distribution is determined. 

In this work, the linear relationship between the optical path

difference and degree of coherence decoded from the interfer-

ence pattern is first verified via a calibration process. Then, PCI

is applied to measure the thicknesses of a solid glass sample, a

static liquid film sample, and an impinging sheet formed by im-

pinging jets, respectively, to demonstrate its capability for measur-
ng the thickness of a uniform, curved, and/or time varying sheet.

he characteristic uncertainty is ± 1.8 μm for a solid glass sample

ith uniform thickness, ± 2.3 μm for static liquid film sample, and

2.1 μm for the impinging sheet, respectively. By combining with

igh speed image recording, PCI can be used to measure the sheet

hickness of a highly dynamic process. 

The relative uncertainty of the degree of coherence measure-

ent and the calibrated slope of the | γ | − η relationship (e.g., the

ne shown in Fig. 6 ) are ± 0.3% and ± 1%, respectively. In general,

he overall uncertainty is mainly determined by the uncertainty

f the measured degree of coherence, the calibrated slope (1/ α)

nd the phase unwrapping process. In particular: (i) The interro-

ation area for the degree of coherence measuring affects the un-

ertainty predominantly. A larger data area contains more interfer-

nce pattern, leading to a possible higher accuracy since the num-

er of statistical samples to estimate the degree of coherence is

ncreased. However, an increased area results in smoothing the lo-

al thickness variance and thus, it might lead to a decreased accu-

acy where the local thickness variation is significant. To reconcile

his contradiction, the interrogation area should be selected such

hat the relative thickness in this area displays less variation. (ii)

he slope coefficient α affects the resolution of the measurement.

sing a laser with shorter coherence length will increase the accu-

acy because the same �| γ | resolves a smaller �η. However, this

ill reduce the measurement range. It is thus possible to select the

easurement range by choosing different lasers. (iii) The smaller

he refractive index difference between the test sample and the air

s, the larger the uncertainty increases. 

The accuracy of PCI is also influenced by factors such as the in-

ident angle on the surface, the attenuation of the light after pass-

ng through the sample, and the reflection on the interface. In this

aper, it is assumed that the laser beam is of normal incidence to

he test sample surface. This can be satisfied by careful alignment

f the optical system. However, an offset of incident angle will lead

o an additional error. For example, a 5-degree incident angle on a

00 μm thick sample will result in an extra error of 0.4 μm. From

q. (9) , the light intensity after passing the test sample ( I 2 ) is de-

ermined in PCI, thus the laser attenuation and reflection will not

ffect the measurement results. This represents another advantage

f the PCI. 

In the present work, the PCI is developed with a 450 nm con-

inuous wave laser. Since the interference patterns are recorded by

igh-speed camera with an exposure time of 5 μs and a record-

ng frame rate of 20,0 0 0 fps, the current design is able to mea-

ure the dynamic change of the sheet thickness. Adopting a pulse

aser in this PCI system will further expand its capacity to mea-

ure highly dynamic process (effective exposure time ∼ 10 ns). A

ystematic study is needed to tackle the challenge of calibration

nd pulse to pulse intensity variation which should be addressed

n future work. 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.

4.002 . 
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